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ABSTRACT: Atomic layer deposition (ALD) has attracted much
attention, particularly for applications in nanoelectronics because of
its atomic-level controllability and high-quality products. In this
study, we developed a plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition
(PEALD) process to fabricate a homogeneous indium aluminum
oxide (IAO) semiconductor film. Trimethylaluminum (TMA) and
dimethylaluminum isopropoxide (DMAI) were used as Al
precursors, which yielded different compositions. Density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations on the surface reactions between
indium and aluminum precursors showed that while highly reactive
TMA would etch In, DMAI with lower reactivity would allow
indium to persist in the films, resulting in a more controlled doping of Al. The In/Al composition ratio could be further precisely
controlled by adjusting the indium precursor dose time to sub-saturation. IAO based on DMAI was applied to fabricate thin-film
transistors (TFTs), showing that Al can be a carrier suppressor of indium oxide. TFTs with PEALD IAO containing 3.8 atomic % Al
showed a turn-on voltage of −0.4 ± 0.3 V, a subthreshold slope of 0.09 V/decade, and a field effect mobility of 18.9 cm2/(V s).

KEYWORDS: InAlO, multicomponent ALD, surface chemistry, dimethylaluminum isopropoxide, trimethylaluminum, TFT

■ INTRODUCTION

Oxide semiconductors have been actively studied for active
matrix flat-panel displays owing to their remarkable character-
istics such as high mobility, low leakage current, large-area
uniformity, and transparency.1,2 Recently, the demand for
ultrahigh-resolution displays is increasing rapidly with interest in
virtual reality, augmented reality, and micro-light-emitting diode
(micro-LED) displays. Thus, a three-dimensional (3D)
structure is required for scaled-down thin-film transistors
(TFTs). The sputtering method is inadequate for uniform
deposition of oxide semiconductor on fine 3D structures.3 To
solve this problem, many studies have been carried out to
investigate the deposition of oxide semiconductors using the
atomic layer deposition (ALD) method, which produces
excellent step coverage and uniformity by controlling the layer
down to the angstrom scale through a surface-limited
reaction.4−6

Among the oxide semiconductors, indium oxide (InOx) is
well known to have high carrier density and high mobility. The
high carrier density of InOx results from both the oxygen
vacancies generated by weak bond energy between In and O and
corner sharing of vacancy in the crystalline phase.7,8 Oxygen
vacancies (VO) significantly affect the electrical properties of
oxide semiconductors since they can behave as shallow donors

and trap sites. Therefore, it is difficult to control the performance
of indium oxide TFT in terms of the threshold voltage and bias
stability.9 Thus, the modification of chemical composition is
necessary for improvement of the electrical performance of the
indium oxide-based TFTs.10

Indium-based multication systems have been applied to
induce strong metal−oxygen binding by decreasing oxygen
vacancy defects and deterring crystallization.11−13 Among
possible dopant elements, Al has a large bond dissociation
energy with oxygen (502 kJ/mol), larger than that of Ga (374
kJ/mol), and is abundant in Earth’s crust.7,14 Several studies
have verified the performance of Al-doped oxide semi-
conductors such as sputtered Al:In−Sn−Zn−O,15 Al−In−
Zn−O,14,16,17 and solution-processed In−Al−O (IAO) films.18

However, Al doping in InOx through plasma-enhanced atomic
layer deposition (PEALD) has not yet been demonstrated.
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As the ALD is carried out by sequential pulsing of the metal
precursor and reactant, it can yield binary, ternary, and
quaternary thin films through varied gas sequences. Previously
reported ALD oxide semiconductor TFTs such as In−Ga−Zn−
O (IGZO),19,20 In−Ga−O (IGO),21 In−Zn−O (IZO),4 and
In−Zn−Sn−O(IZTO)22 were often deposited using supercycle
method. The supercycle (AO→ BO) method produced ternary
oxide films by repeating each binary oxide cycle.23 For doping of
an element with relatively low concentration, a single cycle of the
dopant layer is applied between thick layers of the host oxide
layer, so that the film often exhibits different doping densities in
the lateral and vertical directions.24 The thick interlayer works as
a vertical diffusion barrier that interrupts the intermixing.
Therefore, it was responsible for the poor on−off characteristics
of TFTs over a vertical dimension of 3.5 nm.19 Hence, other
approaches, in which two different metal precursors are
converted into ternary oxide films during a single cycle, have
been proposed.23 The first method is to use a multiconstituent
precursor with multiple metal centers (AB→O). However, it is
difficult to develop new precursors suitable for ALD.
Furthermore, as the composition is determined by the molecular
reactivity of the single precursor, such approach is limited in the
arbitrary adjustment of the composition.25 The second is the co-
dosingmethod (A + B→O) by pulsing two precursors together.
As the growth of film relies on the competitive adsorption of the
two precursors depending on their amount and reactivity, the
uniform coating characteristics of the complex structure might
be potentially deteriorated.23 The last is the multistep method
(A→ B→ O) in which the precursors are sequentially injected
into the reaction chamber.26,27 In this method, the film growth is
governed by the coverage of the first precursor, as well as on-
surface mixing of the second precursor, enabling reproducible
uniform formation of multicomponent thin films.23

To uniformly distribute the dopant in the thin films, it is
necessary to control the surface reaction of each precursor.
However, in the case of the Al-doped multicomponent ALD
process of Al−Zn−O using trimethylaluminum (TMA) and
diethylzinc (DEZ), the TMA exposure resulted in negative
growth (loss of mass).28,29 The TMA precursor is well-known to
possess extremely high reactivity toward ligand-exchange
reactions, so that the lattice atoms of the surface are often
removed as volatile reaction products that leads to etching of the
substrate.30−32 Therefore, an alternative Al precursor is
essential. For area-selective atomic layer deposition (AS-ALD)
of Al2O3, dimethylaluminum isopropoxide (DMAI) was
proposed as an alternative precursor that increase the deposition
selectivity, since it is better blocked by the pre-adsorbed surface
inhibitors than TMA.33

In this study, we fabricated In−Al−O (IAO) films using the
PEALD and controlled the composition of indium and
aluminum by a multistep sequence (A → B → O) for the
application to the TFT. The indium precursor for In2O3 film
deposition was bis(trimethysilyl)amidodiethylindium (INCA-
1). For the successful incorporation of Al into the InOx film, we
adopted DMAI as an Al precursor, whose results are compared
to those of TMA. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were executed to scrutinize the interaction between precursors.
As a result, Al doping of indium oxide with DMAI was successful
without etching of In. In the multistep method, the Al doping
concentration was regulated by unsaturated dose time of INCA-
1 because unsaturated surface left reactive area for the
subsequent chemisorption of DMAI. To verify the doping
effect of Al in indium oxide semiconductor, we analyzed the

chemical, crystalline, optical, and electrical properties. We
confirmed that Al doping in InOx via PEALD successfully
contained a reduced number of oxygen vacancy defects and an
amorphous phase. Finally, ALD-IAO films were applied to
bottom-gate−bottom-contact (BGBC) TFT to yield improved
on/off characteristics and stability. The electrical properties of
IAO TFTs were successfully controlled; these devices showed a
turn-on voltage of−0.4± 0.3 V and a high mobility of 18.9 cm2/
(V s).

■ METHODS
ALD Processes. We deposited indium oxide and aluminum oxide

films on Si(100) wafer and glass substrates utilizing a showerhead type
PEALD system (Atomic-Premium, CN1, Co., Ltd., Korea) at 250 °C. Si
substrates were cleaned by BOE 6:1. Si and glass substrates were
exposed to O2 plasma prior to deposition in vacuum. InOx, Al2O3, and
IAO films were deposited at a thickness of ∼15 nm. INCA-1, (99.99%,
UP Chem, Co., Ltd.) and DMAI (99.99%, DNF, Co., Ltd.) were stored
in a bubbler-type canister at 40 and 50 °C, respectively. TMA
(99.9999%, UP Chem Co., Ltd.) was held at room temperature. The
precursors were used without further purification. The O2 plasma
reactant was generated in situ with O2 gas (99.999%) and a radio
frequency (RF) plasma power of 100 W. O2 plasma (500 sccm) was
applied for 2 s to all the PEALD processes. Ar gas (99.999%) was used
as the purge gas (1000 sccm) and carry gas (50 sccm) of bubbler-type
canisters. Pressure was maintained at 1−1.1 Torr. The ALD sequence
time for PEALD-InOx was 1.4−40−2−30 s. PE-Al2O3 (TMA) was
optimized with TMA 0.1 s−Ar 10 s−O2 plasma 2 s−Ar 7 s and PE-
Al2O3 (DMAI) was deposited with DMAI 0.1 s−Ar 15 s−O2 plasma 2
s−Ar 15 s. Table S1 shows the details of the ALD recipes and cycles in
case 1, case 2, case 3, and case 4 for IAO-1 and IAO-2 films.

Characterization of Films. The thickness and refractive index of
each film were obtained using an ellipsometer (Alpha-SE, J.A. Woollam
Co.). The densities of the films were measured using the X-ray
reflectometry (XRR, SmartLab, Rigaku Corp.) technique and fitting
program. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, K-Alpha XPS
system, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was used to analyze the
chemical composition of the films. The optical transmittance was
obtained using a UV−vis−NIR spectrophotometer (SolidSpec-3700,
Shimadzu Co. Ltd.), and the imaginary part of the dielectric function
was obtained from a spectroscopic ellipsometer (M2000D, J.A.
Woollam Co., Inc.) data. The crystal structures of the films were
analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Ultima IV, Rigaku Corp.) and field
emission scanning transmission electron microscopy (FE-STEM, HD-
2300A, Hitachi Co., Ltd.). Hall effect measurements of the oxide
semiconductor films were performed using an ACCENT HL5500 Hall
system at room temperature.

DFT Calculations. DFT calculations were carried out using
Gaussian 16 program34 with the dispersion-corrected B97-D3 func-
tional35 and def2-SVP basis set.36 The Gibbs free energy (G) of
dimerization of the precursors were obtained at 250 °C and 1 Torr,
following the equation

= −G H TS (1)

To model the substrate surface, a Si26H26 cluster that resembles the
Si(111) surface was constructed.40 The occupation of the central (c)
and surrounding (s) surface sites were set to simulate different
functionalization conditions; that is, (i) c = OH and s = OInEt2, (ii) c
and s = OInEt2, and (iii) c = OIn(OH)2 and s = OH. The geometries of
the transition states were confirmed after optimization by having an
imaginary vibrational mode along the reaction coordinate. All reported
energy values for the surface reactions are calculated at 0 K and do not
include zero-point energy correction.

Fabrication of TFT Devices and Analysis of Electrical
Properties. TFTs with bottom-gate−bottom-contact (BGBC)
structure were fabricated on indium tin oxide (ITO) glass (Geomatec
Co., Ltd.). The 150 nm ITO gate electrode was patterned using
photolithography. A 165 nm thick Al2O3 film was deposited as a gate
insulator at 150 °C by thermal ALD. A sputtered ITO film (150 nm)
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was deposited as the source/drain electrode, followed by annealing at
250 °C under vacuum. After the source/drain electrode patterning by
wet etching, the InOx and IAO films were grown by PEALD as active
layers. After O2 annealing at 350 °C for 2 h, a 100 nm thick SiO2 film
was deposited as a passivation layer using plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) at 300 °C. Finally, the fabricated TFTs
were post-annealed at 300 °C for 2 h under vacuum.
For the electrical analysis of the TFTs, a semiconductor parameter

analyzer (HP 4156, Agilent Technologies) and a probe station were
used. The transfer curve of the BGBC TFT, which was applied to the
gate voltage (VG =−15 to 20 V) and the drain voltage (VD = 0.1, 10 V)
was measured with a channel width of 40 μm and length of 20 μm. The
electrical characteristics of the device were averaged from 12ea devices
on the same substrate. The bias stability of TFTs under positive bias
stress (PBS) and negative bias stress (NBS) were evaluated in ambient
air, under a gate bias field of±1MV/cm for a total stress time of 10 000
s. The illumination stability of the device was measured under NBS by
applying a gate bias field of 1 MV/cm and an illumination power of 0.5

mW for 10 000 s. The reliability of the measurements was evaluated by
analyzing the devices having the most similar characteristics.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Precursor-Dependent Surface Chemistry in PEALD of
IAO. To examine the film growth behavior with respect to the
precursor dose time, we deposited the indium oxide and
aluminum oxide films using the corresponding precursors on a
Si(100) substrate at 250 °C, as shown in Figure 1a−c. The
growth per cycle (GPC) of each layer was measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). The growth rate of the indium
oxide film saturated at ∼1.4 Å/cycle after a pulsing time of 1.2 s.
TMA with high vapor pressure resulted in fast saturation within
0.1 s and had a GPC of ∼1.2 Å/cycle. The surface-limited
reaction of DMAIwas observed after 0.5 s dosing time withGPC
of ∼0.8 Å/cycle. The GPC of each film was qualitatively similar
to those of earlier PEALD studies.8,37,38 The density and

Figure 1. Growth per cycle of PEALD: (a) indium oxide as a function of the INCA-1 dose, (b) aluminum oxide using TMA, and (c) aluminum oxide
using DMAI (insets: molecular structures of metal precursors used in PEALD. Brown = In, purple = Al, yellow = Si, red =O, blue =N, gray =C, white =
H).

Table 1. Summary of PEALD Binary Oxide Films Characteristics: Thickness, Refractive Index, Film Density, GPC, and Area
Density Per Cycle

film thickness (nm) cycle refractive index density (g/cm3) GPC (Å/cycle) area density per cyclea (ng/(cm2 cycle))

InOx 13.00 90 1.89 5.91 1.40 8.274
A12O3(TMA) 14.95 125 1.69 3.61 1.19 4.041
A12O3(DMAI) 12.83 160 1.67 3.12 0.80 2.496

aArea density per cycle = density × GPC.

Figure 2. (a) Schemes of various ALD sequences of indium aluminum oxide film. (b) Atomic percentages of indium (red bar), aluminum (blue bar),
and oxygen (black bar) according to the aluminum precursor in each ALD sequence. (c, d) XPS spectra of D-IAO (red solid), T-IAO (blue solid), D-
IOAO (red dot), and T-IOAO (blue dot) films: (c) In 3d peaks and (d) Al 2p peaks.
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thickness of the thin films were analyzed with XRR (Figure S1,
Supporting Information), and the values are shown in Table 1.
The film densities of InOx, Al2O3(TMA), and Al2O3(DMAI)
were approximately 5.91, 3.61, and 3.12 g/cm3, respectively. The
area density per cycle was calculated by multiplying the GPC
with the density. DMAI had a relatively low area density per
cycle, at approximately 2.496 ng/cm2 cycle, in comparison with
TMA of 4.041 ng/cm2 cycle. The number of Al atoms per cycle
in Al2O3 from DMAI was ca. 61% of that from TMA. The
refractive indices of Al2O3 films grown with TMA and DMAI
were 1.69 and 1.67, respectively, as measured by ellipsometry at
632 nm.38 To assess the chemical properties of the Al2O3 and
In2O3 films deposited by PEALD, XPS studies were conducted,
as illustrated in Figure S2, Supporting Information. The effect of
surface contamination was eliminated by surface Ar sputtering
for 30 s. The binding energies of the In 3d, Al 2p, O 1s, Si 2p, and
C 1s peaks were analyzed. The C 1s peaks were not observed in
the Al2O3 and InOx films. The Al 2p and O 1s peaks of DMAI−
Al2O3 appeared at 74.7 and 531.2 eV, respectively. These peaks
were similar to those of TMA−Al2O3. InOx films had
unintentional incorporation of Si using INCA-1 and O2 plasma
as mentioned in a previous study.8 The O 1s peak of In2O3 was
asymmetrical compared to that of Al2O3 (see Figure S2c,
Supporting Information), indicating the presence of multiple
states of oxygen in the oxide lattice.15

The ALD sequences for deposition of the indium−aluminum
oxide thin films are shown in Figure 2a. For multistep
approaches, including case 1 of IAO (In−Al−O sequence)

and case 2 of AIO (Al−In−O sequence), two metal precursors
were sequentially pulsed, and then oxidized at the same time by
the O2 plasma. The composition of these films was determined
by a correlation between a first chemisorbedmetal precursor and
a subsequent metal precursor. Then, in supercycle approaches of
case 3 (IOAO: In−O−Al−O) and case 4 (AOIO: Al−O−I−O),
InOx and Al2O3 ALD cycles are combined. In such cases,
adsorption of TMA andDMAI would occur on the−OIn(OH)x
surfaces. Here, the dose time of each precursor was set
sufficiently to yield a saturated surface reaction: 1.4 s for
INCA, 0.7 s for DMAI, and 0.1 s for TMA. Figure 2b shows the
atomic percentage (atomic %) of indium, aluminum, and oxygen
in the films obtained from the XPS survey peaks (Figure S3,
Supporting Information) for each case. The Si peak was
excluded from the element ratio extraction to focus on indium
and aluminum. In case 1 for IAO, the atomic percentages of In
and Al were significantly different depending on the Al
precursor. The D-IAO thin film, deposited using DMAI, was
mostly InOx including only 0.7 atomic % of Al, whereas the T-
IAO thin film was mostly composed of Al2O3 with 2.8 atomic %
of In. In the IAO ALD sequence, even though the surface was
already saturated with INCA-1, the difference of In 3d peak
intensity between D-IAO and T-IAO film was large as shown in
Figure 2c (solid line). This result indicates that for IAO film
(case 1), each Al precursor had a different effect on the adsorbed
INCA-1. On the other hand, in case 2 using either DMAI and
TMA (D-AIO and T-AIO, respectively), both deposited films

Figure 3. (a) Frontier molecular orbitals of Al precursors (isovalue = 0.5). DFT calculation surfacemodels of (b) adsorption of Al precursor for doping
(S1 and S2) and (c) etching of the indium compound by the Al precursor (S3 and S4) (brown = In, yellow = Si, red =O, blue = N, gray = C, white = H).
Relative energy diagrams on (d) S1, (e) S2, (f) S3, and (g) S4 according to Al precursors.
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had high Al content, indicating that the impact of INCA-1 on the
pre-adsorbed Al precursor would be minor.
For cases 3 and 4, the atomic % of both In and Al were

comparable (ca. 16−25%) in the films deposited using DMAI
(D-IOAO andD-AOIO). However, both T-IOAO andT-AOIO
were formed with only small amounts of In. From this, it could
be confirmed that the degree of influence on the composition of
each Al precursor is different even when the surface was covered
with−In(OH)x. For D-IOAO and T-IOAO, the In 3d and Al 2p
peaks are indicated as dotted lines in Figure 2c,d. The Al 2p peak
of D-IOAO shifted to a lower binding energy due to the
neighboring In atoms. Since the electronegativity of indium was
lower than that of oxygen, the electron density around Al
increased, resulting in a decrease in the binding energy. Figure
S4, Supporting Information, shows refractive indexes of films as
a function of the ratio of In andAl. The refractive indexes of InOx
and Al2O3 films were measured by SE. The Al2O3 has a lower
refractive index than that of InOx as shown in Table 1.
Accordingly, in indium aluminum oxide films, the decrease of
refractive index indicated an increase in the aluminum content.
In particular, most of IAO films using TMA exhibited a refractive
index of approximately 1.7, indicating majority of aluminum
oxide.
To investigate the precursor-dependent surface chemistry,

DFT calculations were conducted. First, we analyzed the
dimerization energy and frontier molecular orbital (FMO:
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupiedmolecular orbital (LUMO)) of the metal precursors
at 250 °C and 1 Torr. The dimerization equation is as follows

+monomer monomer dimerF (2)

The equilibrium constant for dimerization of precursors, K, is
given by

= − ΔK e G RT( / ) (3)

The Gibbs free energy values for dimerization of TMAm,
DMAIm, and INCA-1m were 40.7, −94.5, and 84.4 kJ/mol,
respectively. The dimerization free energy of TMA and INCA
were positive, whereas that of DMAI was negative so that DMAI
forms a more stable dimer than other two precursors. The
equilibrium constant (K) values estimated from the DFT-
calculated dimerization free energy were 8.7 × 10−5, 3.7 × 10−9,
and 2.7 × 109 for TMA, INCA-1, and DMAI, respectively. Thus,
it can be expected that large fraction of TMA and INCA-1 were
in the monomeric form, while DMAI was mostly in the dimeric
form under ALD conditions.38 Figures 3a and S5a, Supporting
Information, show the surface of the FMOs of TMA, DMAI, and
INCA-1. The LUMO of monomeric precursor was localized on
metal atom, while that of dimeric precursors was relatively
delocalized. Thus, the monomeric precursor can strongly
interact with nucleophilic oxygen on the substrate. Hence, we
compared monomeric TMA (TMAm) with dimeric DMAI
(DMAId) for the Al-doped indium oxide ALD process.
Figure 3b shows the surface models for adsorption of Al

precursor on case 1 (S1) and case 3 (S2). The surface modelings
of etching indium compound by Al precursor in case 1 (S3) and
case 3 (S4) are illustrated in Figure 3c. Phys.1 was molecular
physisorption on −InEt2 groups, and Phys.2 was the
physisorption on inside −OH group.
In case 1 (IAO), INCA-1 was first exposed to the surface, and

then followed by exposure to the Al precursor. We designed
surface S1 with one −OH group and three −InEt2 groups to
model the adsorption behavior of the Al precursor after INCA-1

was adsorbed on the surface. Figure 3d shows the reactivity of
the Al precursors to the S1 surface. In the case of molecular
adsorption of TMA, Al−O dative bonding was formed
spontaneously to −OH groups on the surface. The dative
bonding TMA with the surface O atoms had similar large
adsorption energy in the range of ca. −30 to −40 kcal/mol,
regardless of the model configurations. In contrast, for DMAI,
while the molecular adsorption energy of on less-hindered S2
was similar to that of TMA, its adsorption on the In-covered S1
model was significantly less stable. The reason is that DMAI was
relatively large, so it had difficulty in penetrating the −InEt2
groups on the surface and binding to the interior −OH. In
addition, the activation energies (Ea) of TMA and DMAI were
20.2 and 26.6 kcal/mol, respectively, for removing methyl
ligands via hydrogen transfer from −OH groups and leaving Al
ions on the surface. Figure S5b shows the adsorption behavior
on surface S0, where only −OH groups existed without the
−InEt2 groups. When comparing S1 and S0, the Ea of TMA
increased by 3.8 kcal/mol and the Ea of DMAI increased by 14.8
kcal/mol. After INCA-1 was adsorbed on the surface, the
reaction of the Al precursor, especially TMA, with the surface
−OH became easy due to the small size and high reactivity. The
easy nucleation of TMA has been reported even on inhibitor-
covered surfaces.39,40

Furthermore, since inclusion of TMA in either multistep or
supercycle processes resulted in small atomic % of In, etching of
In by the Al precursors were considered. We designed the
surface model, S3, which has four −OInEt2 groups, as shown in
Figure 3c, and the relative energy diagram is shown in Figure 3f.
First, TMA (−13.9 kcal/mol) and DMAI (−15.8 kcal/mol) can
be physically adsorbed on the −InEt2 groups of the surface
(Phys.1). Then, the precursors can move to the oxygen that is
part of the−OInEt2 group (Phys.2), and the adsorption energies
were−26.5 and−2.0 kcal/mol, respectively. To etch indium, the
methyl ligand of the Al precursor would migrate to indium and
be removed in the form of gaseous InEt2Me. The removal of a
ligand of TMAm via transfer of methyl from the precursor to the
indium atom involved an Ea of 15.1 kcal/mol and an exothermic
reaction of −25.8 kcal/mol, while the removal of a ligand of
DMAId via transfer of methyl from the precursor to the indium
atom involved an activation barrier of 36.0 kcal/mol and an
endothermic reaction of 0.7 kcal/mol. We expect that TMA
would have broken the In−O bond, formed an Al−O bond, and
released InEt2Me more easily than DMAI.
In the experimental case 2 of AIO sequence, the Al precursors

were first exposed to the substrate surface, on which the INCA-1
precursor was exposed; the film was mostly Al with small
fraction of In. Figure S5c (Supporting Information) shows the
possible pathways for etching of Al by INCA-1 from the TMA-
adsorbed surface (S5) and the DMAI-adsorbed surface (S6),
assuming ligand exchange mechanism. The Ea of INCA-1 on S5
and S6 was similar at 24.0 and 26.0 kcal/mol, respectively.
However, such reaction is not preferred since the total energy
was endothermic. Although such reactions were both unfavor-
able, the experimentally observed fraction of indium in D-AIO
was slightly higher than that of T-AIO, which could be due to the
following reason. In the case of TMA, its small molecular size
would yield high coverage upon adsorption, consuming most
−OH groups on the surface, so that adsorption of INCA-1 was
effectively hindered. On the other hand, the areal density of
relatively bulky DMAI on the substrate would have been sparser,
so that some INCA-1 can adsorb on the remaining empty space
among chemisorbed DMAI.
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In case 3 of IOAO and case 4 of AOIO, the −OH group
existed on the surface in both cases, and the next exposed
precursor can react with the surface. Figure 3e shows the energy
diagram of the possible adsorption reactions of TMA and DMAI
with the−In(OH)2 group. The Ea values of TMA andDMAI are
similar to 17.3 and 18.8 kcal/mol, respectively (in Figure 3e).
The reaction was predicted to be spontaneous because the total
reaction energy was exothermic. In addition, the In atoms on the
oxidized form would also be etched by TMA, but not by DMAI.
Figure 3g shows the reaction energy diagrams of TMA and
DMAI with−In(OH)2 on the surface, producing In(OH)2(Me)
as an possible etch product. The Ea values of etch processes by
TMA and DMAI were 9.9 and 24.4 kcal/mol, respectively,
indicating that etching occurs easily when TMA is used. This is
consistent with the experimental results. These etching trends
are in line with the previous discussion related to ALE.
According to ALE using sequential hydrogen fluoride (HF)
and TMA, the conversion-etch mechanism can be expected
when a metal precursor can form a metal oxide that was more
stable than the initial metal oxide.30 ΔG values have been
thermodynamically favorable for the reaction between TMA and
In2O3 (In2O3 + 2Al(CH3)3(g) = Al2O3 + 2In(CH3)3(g), ΔG =
−317.89 kcal).30 It has also been reported that In component
from organic−inorganic hybrid indicone films can be removed
by vacuum annealing, since the In−O binding energy is
relatively weak.41 In summary, TMA would accelerate the
etching reaction of In from the substrate because of the small
precursor size and high reactivity in the ALD multicomponent
deposition. As a result, a multistep IAO thin film using TMA had

formed an insulating film, and hence was not suitable for
application as a TFT channel material of TFT. In contrast,
DMAI can be used as a carrier control precursor to offer
semiconductor characteristics to the films prepared using a
multistep ALD sequence (A→ B→ O) as it does not affect the
desorption of host In.

Homogeneous PEALD-IAO Thin Films and Analysis of
the Film Characteristics. In the showerhead-type ALD, the
precursor was evenly sprayed on the substrate and the reactant
flux was uniformly distributed, regardless of the reactant dose.
Using this advantage, the D-IAO multistep process enabled
deposition of homogeneous, uniformly doped ternary oxide
films in one cycle. The doping concentration of Al could be
further controlled by adjusting sub-saturation dose time of
INCA-1. There were three types of homogeneous metal oxide
semiconductors that play as active layers in TFTs: InOx (INCA-
1 for 1.4 s + O2 plasma), IAO-1 (INCA-1 for 0.8 s + DMAI for
0.7 s +O2 plasma), and IAO-2 (INCA-1 for 0.4 s +DMAI for 0.7
s + O2 plasma). The films of InOx, IAO-1, and IAO-2 were
deposited to a thickness of 13 nm. The atomic percentages of the
components of the IAO layers are summarized in Table 2. As
shown in Figure 4a, the Al 2p peak intensities gradually
increased from InOx to IAO-2 film at 73.8 eV, indicating the
doping of Al atoms into the In3+ of In2O3. The Al atoms of IAO-1
and IAO-2 were doped with 1.1 and 3.8 atomic %, respectively.
The Al composition increased with a decreased dose time of the
indium precursor. In addition, the IAO films also contained a
few atomic % of silicon oxide (Figure S6, Supporting
Information). The incorporation of Si atoms in InOx is also

Table 2. Summary of Thickness, Density, and Atomic Percentage of InOx and Multistep PEALD-IAO Films Using INCA-1 and
DMAI

atomic percentage (atomic %)

film thickness (nm) cycle density (g/cm3) Al In O Si Al/ln

InOx 13.00 90 5.91 47.3 50.6 2.1
IAO-1 12.573 100 5.77 1.1 46.0 51.0 1.9 2.39
IAO-2 12.638 120 5.73 3.8 42.7 51.6 1.7 8.90

Figure 4. XPS spectra of InOx and IAO films using INCA-1 and DMAI of (a) Al 2p peaks, (b) In 3d peaks, (c) O 1s peaks, and (d) areal ratios of the
oxygen deconvolution peaks.
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known to control the carriers by suppressing the formation of
oxygen vacancies.42−44 The Si dopants would have originated
from the fragmentation of ligand in the INCA-1 precursor, as
suggested by an almost constant ratio of Si to In (Si/In) in the
InOx films regardless of the Al content. The binding energy of
the In 3d peak gradually shifted to higher binding energy by
adding Al, as shown in Figure 4b. Such a peak shift is associated
with the oxygen binding of the corresponding metal atom.19 To
analyze the presence of O-related bonding, Figure 4c shows
deconvolution results of O 1s peak for three Gaussian curves
where the metal−oxygen (M−O) bonds, oxygen vacancies
(VO), and hydroxyl groups (−OH) appeared at 529.8 ± 0.1,
530.8 ± 0.1, and 531.8 ± 0.1 eV, respectively. The relative areal
fractions of these peaks are shown in Figure 4d. The area ratio of
the M−O bonding in the IAO-1 and IAO-2 films increased with
a decrease in oxygen vacancies compared with that of the InOx
thin film. While the VO in oxide semiconductors are well known
as the deep donor state, and some of them can be shallow donor,
inducing carrier generation in an oxide semiconductor.45 As Al
atoms with a high binding energy to oxygen were added, the
ratio of oxygen in the indium oxide thin film increased, thereby
suppressing the carrier generation in the oxide semiconductor.
The optical transmittance of these materials was determined

using UV−vis spectroscopy. All the films showed high
transparency over the wavelength range of 400−900 nm, as
indicated in the inset of Figure 5a. The optical band gaps of the
films were extracted by the Tauc plot method, as shown in
Figure 5a. The band gap increased from 3.49 to 3.62 eV with an
increase in the amount of Al3+ dopant. As the ALD-processed
Al2O3 had a large band gap of higher than∼7 eV, replacement of
Al3+ into the In3+ sites induced an increase of band gap.46 Figure
5b presents the imaginary part of the dielectric function (ε2)
spectra of the InOx and IAO films fabricated by the PEALD
process. The absorption spectrum of an oxide semiconductor
film enables the characterization of its subgap states in terms of

the extinction coefficient (k) and imaginary dielectric function
(ε2). These parameters represented the unoccupied trap state
within the band gap and band edge state.47 In an oxide
semiconductor, these states affect the electrical properties of the
semiconductor, which determine the performance of the oxide
TFTs in terms of mobility and stability.48 The dielectric
functions (ε = ε1 + iε2) of the InOx and IAO films were extracted
using SE. The complex refractive index (n and k) was extracted
by fitting the ellipsometry data by a fitting model. Afterward, the
real and imaginary dielectric functions were calculated using the
equation ε1 = n2 − k2 and ε2 = 2nk. The origin of the subgap
absorption in oxide semiconductors is related to the defects such
as oxygen vacancies.49 The IAO films showed a decrease in the
subgap absorption compared to that of InOx. Gaussian fitting
was conducted for a detailed and quantitative analysis of the
band edge state and unoccupied states near the forbidden gap.50

The deconvolution of the peak consists of a shallow-level defect
(D1) and a deep-level defect (D2).

51,52 The ionized oxygen state
related to the shallow-donor was located in the D1 region, so the
generation of free electrons in the IAO films was suppressed due
to the decrease in the relative area of D1. The D2 state was
associated with the light instability caused by the generation of
the positive charged VO. The relative area of D2 diminished in
IAO-2. This indicates that the number of trap-site decreased
with the Al doping of InOx.
The crystallinity and microstructures of InOx, IAO-1, and

IAO-2 films were examined using XRD and high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) analyses. The
XRD data in Figure S7a, Supporting Information, indicates that
the films had an amorphous phase in the as-deposited condition.
After annealing in O2 at 350 °C for 2 h (Figure 6a), the InOx and
IAO-1 thin films show a crystalline phase with XRD peaks at
30.99 and 31.17°, which is close to the (222) peaks of pure In2O3
at approximately 30.61° (PDF#06-0416). The substitution of
Al3+ ions into the indium in IAO-1 induced the shift of the peak

Figure 5. (a) Data for optical band gap of the films extracted by a Tauc plot (inset: UV−vis−NIR transmittance spectra); (b) imaginary part of the
dielectric function spectra of the films with IAO/Si substrate using SE; and (c) relative area of the defects as a function of Al content.

Figure 6. (a) XRD data of InOx and IAO films on a glass substrate. HR-TEM images of (b) InOx (Al/In: 0%), (c) IAO-1 (Al/In: 2%), and (d) IAO-2
(Al/In: 9%), after O2 350 °C anneal (inset: FTT of image).
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position of (222) to a higher diffraction angle. The positive peak
shift explains that the lattice plane spacing is contracted owing to
the small radius of Al3+ (0.52 Å) compared to In3+ (0.80 Å).18 As
the amount of dopant increased, the saturation of substitutional
sites occurred, and then the Al atoms were located in the
interstitial sites, which led to the amorphization.53 Furthermore,
in Figure 6b−d, HR-TEM data verified the presence of
polycrystalline and amorphous phases in each sample. In the
case of InOx fabricated by the PEALD process, the HR-TEM
image clearly revealed a diffraction pattern with a spacing of 0.29
nm and agglomeration of the randomly oriented crystals, as
shown in Figure 6b. The IAO-1 thin film doped with small Al
content exhibited nanocrystallinity. The IAO-2 thin film, in
which the nucleation of In2O3 was suppressed by Al atoms,
appeared as a homogeneous amorphous phase on the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) image, as shown in Figure 6d. The
elemental distribution map obtained from energy-dispersion X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS) shows that Al was distributed uniformly
in the IAO film, as shown in Figure S7b, Supporting
Information.
Hall measurements of InOx/glass and IAO/glass samples

were carried out before and after annealing under O2 at 350 °C,
as illustrated in Figure 7. The thermal annealing in O2
atmosphere made it possible to control the carrier densities
because VO were passivated by excess oxygen. Although the
annealing resulted in the decrease of carrier density and Hall
mobility of all films, the same trends were observed depending
on the Al content. The Hall measurement displayed a decrease
in carrier density from 7.93 × 1019 to 2.98 × 1018 cm−3, and an

increase in resistivity from 2.88 × 10−3 to 1.35 × 10−1 Ω cm by
increasing the atomic percent of Al. The high binding energy of
Al3+ to oxygen reduces VO, thereby, the carrier density
decreases.45 From the XRD data after O2 annealing, InOx and
IAO-1 show crystalline phase which delayed the diffusion of
oxygen and reduced the carrier control effect by controlling the
amount of VO in the film.8 Due to the intrinsic crystal structure
of InOx, the influence of carrier control was reduced by corner
VO sharing. The Hall mobilities were 27.3, 24.2, 15.5 cm2/(V s)
in InOx, IAO-1, and IAO-2, respectively. This decrease in the
Hall mobilities of the films could be attributed to their carrier
concentrations.10

Characteristics of Homogeneous IAO Thin-Film Tran-
sistors by PEALD. We adopted the InOx, IAO-1 and IAO-2
films as the channel layer of BGBC-structured TFTs as shown in
Figure 8a. The transfer curve of the optimized devices is
presented in Figure 8b, and the transfer and output curves of the
as-fabricated and post-annealed devices are shown in Figure S8,
Supporting Information. The InOx TFTs did not show on/off
characteristics both pre- and post-annealing because the large
number of carriers in the InOx TFT was difficult to be fully
depleted by the gate bias. Although the carrier density was
reduced after heat treatment, the amount of in situ doped Si was
insufficient to yield semiconducting properties of InOx. The
switching characteristics of the IAO-1 TFT were shown at −3.3
± 2.18 V. The IAO-2 TFT showed excellent switching
performance with a turn-on voltage (Von) of −0.4 ± 0.35 pre-
and post-annealing. In the case of the IAO TFT, Von moved
positively because the carrier concentration was reduced by

Figure 7.Hall measure result of InOx (Al/In: 0%), IAO-1 (Al/In: 2%) and IAO-2 (Al/In: 9%): (a) carrier density, (b) resistivity, and (c) Hall mobility
(solid line: as-deposited, dash line: post-annealed).

Figure 8. (a) TFT structure and stack material information. (b) Transfer curve of InOxTFT and IAOTFTs. (c) Von shift variation during bias stability
of IAO-1 TFT and IAO-2 TFT.

Table 3. Summary of the IAO TFT Characteristics

SS (V/decade) Von (V) u_(0.1 V) (cm2/(V s)) u_(10 V) (cm2/(V s)) Nt (10
11 cm−3)

IAO-1 0.15 ± 0.11 −3.3 ± 2.18 22.2 ± 0.29 20.4 ± 0.35 2.64
IAO-2 0.09 ± 0.02 −0.4 ± 0.35 18.9 ± 0.57 18.4 ± 0.57 1.23
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doping Al as a carrier suppressor.54 Table 3 lists the electrical
characteristics such as field effect mobility (μFE) and
subthreshold swing (SS). Here, μFE is calculated using the
following equation

μ =
· ·

g

C V
,W

L
FE

m

ox d (4)

where gm = ∂Id/∂Vg. The gate dielectric capacitance (Cox) of the
TFTs was 4.08 × 10−8 F/cm2. The μFE of IAO-1 and IAO-2 is
22.2 ± 0.29 and 18.9 ± 0.57 cm2/(V s), respectively. The
difference in mobility may be caused by a decrease in carrier
densities as the Al content increased in the InOx layer. The high-
current driving of IAO-2 TFTs can be observed in Figure S8b.
The electrical properties were comparable to previous studies of
IAO TFTs.18,54 Although different TFT structures were used,
ALD-IAO TFT had higher mobility and better on/off
characteristics compared to ALD-InGaO TFTs with 0.74−10
cm2/(V s).21

The trap density of oxide TFT was extracted from the below
equation
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where where SS = ∂log(Id)/∂Vg, q is the electron charge, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Nt was
calculated as 2.64 × 1011 cm−2 eV−1 and 1.23 × 1011 cm−3 eV−1,
respectively, for the IAO-1 and IAO-2 TFTs. These values
indicate that the number of electrons trapping states decreased
with the incorporation of Al atoms, as confirmed by the XPS and
SE results. The application of bias stress to the device of IAO-1
and IAO-2 TFTs was conducted at a gate bias field of ±1 MV/
cm and light power of 0.5 mW for a stress duration of 10 000 s as
shown in Figure 8c. In both IAO TFTs, the Von shift hardly
moved under PBS. However, the IAO-1 TFT containing less Al
showed a negative shift of −1 V under NBS and a larger shift of
approximately −7 V during negative bias illumination stress
(NBIS) as shown in Figure S9, Supporting Information. In
contrast, theVon of the IAO-2TFT hardlymoved under PBS and
NBS, while under the NBIS, it shifted negatively by only −2 V.
The degree of NBIS stability indicates the amount of VO located
in the deep state.55,56 Under illumination, the deep state of
neutral VO emitted the excess electrons to be ionized to VO

2+. At
the same time, the excess holes were captured by neutral VO at
the deep levels to generate ionized VO

2+. In both cases, positively
charged species were trapped near the interface of the active and
gate insulator under negative bias to yield a negative shift of Vth
during NBIS.56 The reduction in VO due to Al doping resulted in
a small shift under NBIS. In conclusion, we obtained an IAO
TFT fabricated by PEALDwith good transfer characteristics and
device stability under bias stress and light stress conditions.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Multistep sequence ALD processes, composed of sequential
dosing of INCA-1, DMAI, and oxygen plasma, in a shower head-
type PEALD was applied to yield homogeneous multi-
component InAlO (IAO) films. On the other hand, the TMA
precursor induces etching of indium from IAO, preventing
incorporation of In into the films. By adding Al, the optical
bandgaps of the homogeneous IAO films were tuned between
3.49 and 3.62 eV. Decrease in the crystallinity of the IAO films
was observed as the Al concentration increased. Bottom-gate

coplanar-structured TFTs were fabricated using the PEALD
IAO as the channel material. The Al content in the IAO films
was critical toward the electrical properties of the TFT, whose
performance criteria were measured as Von of −0.4 ± 0.3 V, a
field effect mobility of 18.9 cm2/(V s), and subthreshold slope of
0.09 V/decade. As such, high-quality IAO films produced by
PEALD may be potentially applied to the nanoelectronics and
3D-structured devices. Moreover, the control of film composi-
tion, even at the subnanometer scale, could be improved by
understanding the interfacial reaction between the ALD
precursors.
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